FEC 09/27/2022 Meeting recap

Welcome new members – Nikki Reagan and Mandi Rehn

Discuss sex ed lessons – FEC will see this material soon to review, then all families will be invited to preview curriculum. Understanding that “sex ed” for young children is just SEL curriculum about how to be a good friend, handle being upset etc…, as children get older it has to do with human development – understanding how the body develops, then highschool it looks different. Any parent can “opt out”. Trying to dispel the idea that any child would be exposed to inappropriate materials/curriculum.

Safety – lot of safety improvements happening – locking the doors VELC, PHS, CVA, K-8, VL. Discussed results of survey that went out surrounding safety.

Took a look at Family Engagement Policy and Procedure. Broad overview is okay, need to change some specifics in procedure.